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PAST EVENTS 

September 29th – Levis Cup trial. 

A report by Steve Sumner 

Following our success in both finishing 

Herefordshire on the Edge with a medal, our next 

scheduled event of the Western Region 

Championship would be the Levis Cup Road Trial, 

organised by the North Birmingham Section. Its all 

about riding to an average speed and 

performing on the test hills. The weeks leading up 

to the Levis didn`t inspire confidence with the 

weather forecast showing inclement weather for 

the day and indeed the week before the Trial. 

Despite this gloomy prognosis, a visit to the Ford 

at Neen Savage on the Friday before the event 

showed only 4 inches of water, so no problems 

imminent there. Then it started raining on Friday 

evening and didn`t stop until the ford became a 

raging torrent. Luckily there is a foot bridge. 

PRE-EVENT ROUTINE 

Our start times were 10.20/21am. So we arrived at 

the start/finish about an hour before that and the 

pre prepared plan swung into action. Mrs S. went 

off to order breakfast whilst we unloaded the van 

and pushed the bikes to our designated spots. I`d 

only got about 20yds before being accosted by 

someone seeking oil. Gave him the quart can I 

carry on Claude (only ran out of oil once with a 

total loss system and it teaches you.) He rushed 

off to fill his tank and I parked Claude next to him 

and spent a while discussing the many 

differences between his 1927 BSA 500sv and 

Claude; a 1926 BSA 500sv. We signed on and fixed 

number cards to the bikes just in time for 

breakfast, so leaving Ted Biggles and Claudette 

(pictured below) 

to look after the bikes, we went for bacon butties 

and to examine the route sheet and check for 

any amendments. 

 

Five minutes or so before our start times we fire up 

the bikes and take our places in the short queue 

and wait for Bill Danks to wave his flag. Andrew 

was first away, with me following minute later. I 

caught up with Andrew, who was waiting at the 

first turn and we were off to the first of the three 

test hills. 

FLAGSTAFF 

Flagstaff is the first hill and the test section is 

reached by riding approx a 1/4 of a mile up a 

fairly steep lane. Then you reach a right hand 

bend were it gets steeper and the observed 

section begins. Luckily for me (as I watch Andrew 

disappear round the hairpin of the test section) 

there’s a marshal who can direct you on the 

bypass route. Claude was having nothing to do 

with it so after two attempts we conceded defeat 

turned around and used the bypass route. I never 

saw Andrew again until lunch time. Claude 

settled into doing what he did during 

Herefordshire on the Edge and we bowled along 

the lanes keeping pace with others on the flat bits 

losing sight on the inclines. Arrival at the first time 

checkpoint had the marshal telling me that 

Andrew had passed through about 5mins earlier, 

so onwards then towards Ludlow for lunch.  

NAUGHTY CLAUDE! 

Claude started to lose power and you don`t want 

to lose any when you`ve only got about four 

horses to start with. Then he stopped making 

engine noises altogether and I pulled into an 

entrance to a residence. It’s a very long time 

since I`ve had a plug come out but there it was 

dangling on the end of the HT lead. Easy fix 

thought I. Refit the plug and away we go……. or 

not. Definitely got a spark but no fuel coming 

through. Take the carb to bits and blow through 

everywhere that can be blown through. He starts 

but isn’t running properly and won`t pull up the hill 

out of the dip I`m in. We get halfway up the incline 

in the opposite direction to the route turn around 

and try gathering enough speed to make the 
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summit in the correct direction………. No, it’s 

back to the bottom again and get the tools out. 

Watching the rider numbers as I tinker tells me that 

the last numbers are coming through. Some stop 

to offer help, then a van stops and I resign myself 

to being the first in the van of shame. Thank you 

boys. 

YOUNG SPECTATORS 

Unload at the lunch stop and look for Andrew and 

our van - nowhere to be seen. Whilst I`m ringing 

Mrs S. for news a couple stop to look at Claude 

and ask questions. Their two young boys parp the 

horn so I asked them did they want to sit on it. 

Result, two very happy young boys with photos to 

show their friends, two happy parents, one happy 

me.   

Mrs S. turns up with Andrew and Chuffa in the van. 

It seems that his spark has disappeared too. 

That then, was our Levis Cup over for another 

year, so nothing else to do other than have a 

bevvy and some scran  in the pub (I believe this 

is some quaint dialectic word meaning food – Ed). 

Andrew and I have both finished in previous 

attempts but as yet not together. There will be 

another attempt next year. 

As always I offer my thanks to all involved in the 

organisation and running of this excellent event 

and will be returning next year. Why not put in an 

entry yourself. Go on give it a go, you know you 

want to. 

Saturday October 5th – Sale of Vintage and Classic 

motor cycles, spares, projects and memorabilia - HJ 

Pugh, Ledbury 

Prices were quite subdued across the sale. The 1934 

Husqvarna 35TV shared top price of £8,000 with the 

1921 FN 250. Of the bikes we featured last month, 

the early ‘30s JAP engined 350 cc Cotton made a 

modest £5,400, but neither the 1949 Scott Flying 

Squirrel nor the 1950 Vincent Rapide made their 

reserve. The Meriden Triumphs did buck the trend. A 

well-presented ’71 T120 Bonneville making a strong 

£7,400 and a shiny ’62 Tiger Cub an equally strong 

£3,100, but the early Coventry built Triumph’s from 
the estate of the late Allan Hannah, didn’t really set 

the room tingling.  

 

Hghest price of the three was the 1924 SD, which 

made an unremarkable £7,500. Bargain of the day 

had to be the largely complete and very rare 

1140cc Royal Enfield KX V Twin “project”. For £6,400 

you got an almost complete bike, which will 

certainly repay the restoration costs if finished to the 

standard of the bike below. There is one for sale on 

the “Car & Classic website for a mere £58,495. 

 

Sunday October 6th - Mid-Wales Classic bike show- 

Pantydwr Community Hall  

 

 
 

 

 

What an excellent show this is. The small village hall 

was packed with a wide range of excellent bikes. 

The good weather encouraged a lot of visitors and 

by early afternoon, the car park was almost as 

interesting as the main display! William Galliers 

sported a “Herefordshire on the Edge 2017” Sticker 

on his beautiful 1934 Norton International. The Pant-

y-Dwr show is a “must do” ride for next year’s section 

calendar. 

 
 

Thursday October 10th – Across the roof of Wales  

A report by Paul Myers 

Five intrepid souls braved the foul weather forecast 

to sign on for the Roof of Wales ride. Three Mikes, a 

Martin and a Paul with bikes spanning 5 decades. A 

scruffy 350 Enfield from the 50’s, a very tidy Triumph 

Tiger Cub from the 60’s and Hondas representing 

the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s. Our esteemed leader failed 

to make the start, rumours that he was still cleaning 

the Welsh mud out of various orifices after a couple 

of days trail-riding may not be without foundation. 

The change of start venue to Dom’s was not a total 

success as the potential sale of 5 coffees was 



apparently not enough of a temptation to open up 

early, so the gate remained firmly shut. 

 
Mike 1 made an executive decision to re- plan the 

outward route to avoid some of the stretches on the 

less than exciting A44 and having detoured a bit we 

arrived at our first stop of the day for a coffee just 

south of Rhayader, having got there via Builth Wells 

and some quieter roads. Mike 2 took the opportunity 

to refuel, having the shortest range of all of us with 

his V4 Honda. 

MAKING THE MOST OF IT 

It looked a little like rain as we left the café but it 

didn’t amount to much and quickly cleared as we 

headed out of Rhayader towards the Elan Valley 

and Devil’s Bridge. The Enfield and the Cub soon 

started to fall behind on the gradients and Mike 2 

got fed up of acting tail gunner and left them to it 

to make the most of the enjoyment to be had in 

taking the bends a bit faster.  

The Enfield had to make a pit stop along this stretch 

as one of the bar end mirrors had started vibrating 

loose. Mike 3 on the Cub did the honourable thing 

and came back to check all was OK, but everyone 

regrouped at Devil’s Bridge before carrying on 

along a fantastic stretch of minor road  from 

Ponterwyd to Nanty y Moch past what is believed to 

be the highest reservoir in Wales. 

 
As we approached Machynlleth we could see 

ominous clouds and bad weather closing in, which 

fortunately passed over whilst we were enjoying a 

late lunch in the excellent café there. We had a 

short spell of rain as we refuelled before leaving 

Machynlleth but it soon cleared once we were 

heading in a south easterly direction. Another 

stretch of superb moorland road followed before 

dumping us back on the A44 into Rhayader, where 

we regrouped after the 3 Oriental bikes took pity on 

the older Brits.  

NO REST FOR THE WICKED! 

The intention then was a final coffee stop at Cross 

Gates, but that was not to be, as the café closed 10 

minutes before the group arrived. In theory that was 

the end of the ride. In practice everyone headed 

down the A44 towards Kington, but gradually 

became separated by speed and traffic. The Enfield 

and the Cub stayed more or less in convoy until the 

Cub turned for home in Hereford and the Enfield 

carried on a further 17 miles or so towards Malvern. 

Despite the weather forecast there was hardly any 

rain to speak of and a good ride was had by all on 

mostly dry roads. The Enfield covered 220 miles on 

that ride, probably the longest journey it’s done on 

a section ride. Many thanks to Mike Smith (aka Mike 

1) for leading the ride. If you weren’t there you 

missed a good day. It’s often worth taking a chance 

on the weather forecast being wrong. 

Sat & Sun October 19th & 20th - Staffordshire Show 

Ground – The Carole Nash International Classic 

Motorcycle Show – Despite the poor forecast, the 

crowds rolled in as normal. What wasn’t quite so 

normal was the time it took to get in. One of the only 

two gates was closed due to boggy ground which 

doubled the queues at the remaining gate. It rook 

as long as an hour to get in if you didn’t have an 

advanced ticket.  If you’ve never been to a Stafford 

show, you really should make the effort.  

As usual, Bonham’s auctions featured some great 

machines, but here again, prices were subdued, 

 
You could have bought this – not quite original - 1951 

Vincent 998cc Rapide for £26,450. The same bike 

was sold at Bonham’s Oxford auction in 2012 for 

£31,050 – not much of an investment! Has the 

bubble burst?  

 



This price was no fluke. This unusual, but desirable 

1950 Vincent 998cc Rapide Trials Combination 

could have been yours for a “knockdown” £27,600. 

Admittedly, it was something of a “mongrel” and 

not for the purists, but you’d certainly raise a few 

eyebrows on a Trail ride or a MCC long distance trial. 

It wasn’t all “doom and gloom” there were some 

bright spots for sellers. This handsome 1974 BMW 

898cc R90S made £10,350, whilst its off-road cousin,  

a very well presented 1986 BMW R80G/S Paris Dakar 

model, made an impressive £12,650. 

 

 

All prices include buyer’s premium. If you want to 

see the full set of results just follow this link 

https://www.bonhams.com/auctions/25384/ 

 

Sunday 20th October - Market Hall Ledbury, HR8 1DS.  

A grand day out – rain free with some watery 

sunshine and a strong sense of autumn. Thanks to 

Peter Gibson for riding his 1921 600cc Humber. A rare 

sight anywhere, let alone on a section run! Known as 

“The silent Humber”, this “front to back” 4 ½ hp flat 

twin uses cast iron pistons and drives through a 3 

speed gearbox with a kick starter – revolutionary at 

the time – remember this bike is just 15 months away 

from its 100th birthday! Only a handful of these 

machines survive so it was a real privilege to ride 

alongside one.  

 
Another welcome visitor was David Malcomson on 

his beautifully turned out and frequently ridden 1952 

500cc Model 7 Norton. 

 
Sunday Oct 27th – A little extra – “How Many 

Bridges?” - Starting from Hereford Leisure centre 

 The first sunny day after a couple of very wet weeks 

gave us the perfect opportunity to hold this extra 

ride. Planned and led by Mick Smith, an enthusiastic 

group braved the floods to criss-cross the Wye down 

to Chepstow and cross the majestic Severn Bridge. 

A loop through Avon and the western Cotswolds 

taking in Minchinhampton and pausing on the way 

to soak up the fabulous view over the Severn estuary 

from Coaley Peak near Nympsfield, saw the group 
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take the old road down Birdlip and then through 

Gloucester to Ross.  

The plan to ride the lanes up the west bank of the 

Wye and then on to the finish at The Moon at 

Mordiford was thwarted by rising flood water which 

saw the Wye a good 2ft higher than it was in the 

morning. 

A long day – about 160 miles, but with good 

company, new roads and great scenery, it was a 

real treat. Thanks to Mike and Rose for making all the 

arrangements. A “must do” ride  for 2020. 

FUTURE EVENTS FOR YOUR DIARY 

Saturday Nov 2nd – H&H Classic Motor Cycle Auction 

- National Motor Cycle Museum - Coventry Road, 

Bickenhill, Solihull B92 0EJ (M42 Junction 6) Viewing 

from 8:00 a.m. Auction starts at 1:00 p.m.  

If you are torn between going to the auction and 

watching the Rugby, then H&H have the answer. 

They will be opening the doors at 8:00 a.m. - an hour 

earlier than usual and screening the match live at 

9:00 – full marks for initiative. There is a wide range of 

machines amongst the 160 or so on offer. The 

auction opens with four lots of tidy looking “no-

reserve” Honda “step-thrus” – perhaps there might 

be some early bargains here. 

As usual with H&H there is a very varied catalogue 

with something for everyone.  

Weighing in at less than 300lb and with 27 HP on tap, 

these 450s, the biggest of the family of Ducati Street 

Scramblers have a loyal following. Now highly 

collectable both in the USA and Europe, you can 

expect to pay up to and possibly beyond the £6k 

estimate for this handsome1972 example.  

 
This original looking, “one owner” matching 

numbers, 1972 750 cc Norton Commando will surely 

attract the bidders.  

You were spoilt for choice in 1972. If English muscle 

or Italian elegance wasn’t your thing, you could 

always choose Japanese technical virtuosity.  

 
Offering 62 HP and a top speed of 110 mph, the 1972 

Suzuki GT750J water-cooled triple was torquey, 

smooth, and reliable. Styled as a tourer rather than 

a sports bike, it was slow to catch on, but the earlier 

models with twin leading shoe front brakes have 

become collectors items. Expect to pay £10k+ for a 

good one. 

You can find the full catalogue on the H&H website. 

 



Sunday 17th November – Tenbury to the Bell at 

Pensax – Meet at the Swimming Pool car park 

Tenbury, WR15 8SF 09:30 for 10:00 

Out to Brampton Bryan and then returning through 

the lanes to Ludlow for coffee at the excellent Cafe 

on the Green (Linney, Ludlow, SY8 1EG)  

 
After coffee, a run on mainly open roads to the finish 

at the Bell at Pensax, Worcester WR6 6AE. (lunch 

optional) About 55 miles.  

Thursday November 21st - 7.00 pm at the Moon, 

Mordiford HR1 4LW - SECTION AGM  

Please come along and express your opinions. It is 

your section, let us know what you want from it. We 

are also looking for volunteers to help make next 

year even better. We would like to run more rides, 

but we will need more leaders to plan and lead 

these new routes.  

Following the success of last year’s incentive, we will 

once again be offering subsidised Fish and Chips for 

VMCC members and partners at £5.00 per head! 

Please note, VMCC membership cards must be 

shown to qualify for the reduced price. 

Saturday Nov 23rd – H.J. Pugh - Auction of classic 

bikes, spares, projects and memorabilia - Hazle 

Meadows Auction Centre, Ledbury, Herefordshire, 

HR8 2LP. 

Sadly, we don’t have much information on the 

entries, as the detailed catalogue is not available 

until Nov 7th.  There is a “photo” catalogue on Pugh’s 

website and even though entries have only been 

open for a couple of weeks there are 60+ machines 

entered already. The attractive ’61 Norton 

Dominator, which didn’t make its reserve in the 

October auction is offered for sale again. (Is it a 650 

or a 500?) 

 
 

Thursday Nov 28th - Brightwells, Easter’s Mart, 

Leominster, HR6 0DE - Classic & Vintage Motor 

Cycles.  

Already over 100 machines have been consigned 

and this promises to be an excellent sale. The Rudge 

powered Vincent HRD Python Sport we covered in 

issue 40, is joined by some other rare and interesting 

bikes – like this handsome 1939 AJS 350 cc Silver 

Streak, allegedly with “Factory” tuning parts.  

Around the same time BSA were offering their twin 

port 500 cc Blue Star model. Hard to choose 

between the two, but either of them would be a 

useable classic that would grace your garage. 

 
Less “classic”, but still highly collectable, this 175cc 

late model Bantam Bushman – if it is original – should 

soar past its upper estimate of £2500.  

 



Now if you want a nice 175 cc machine, look no 

further than the exquisite 1955 OHC Mondial – you 

know it makes sense……………..…..Dear Santa.

 
Go to Brightwell’s website for the full catalogue. 

 

ARBUTHNOT TRIAL 

Section regulars Paul Farley and Maggie Smith seem 

to have had a splendid day out at the 

Arbuthnot……… 

 

The annual Arbuthnot trophy trial (held this year on 

Sunday Sept 8th) and The Talmag are “must do” 

events for riders of more traditional British ‘colonial’ 

type machines and genuine pre 65 trials bikes. 

Organised by the Salisbury and District MCC and 

Light Car Club it is a continuation of an event first run 

in 1919 which ceased in 1937 and was subsequently 

resurrected in 1982. 

Named after a Naval Captain, later Rear Admiral Sir 

RK Arbuthnot a keen motorcyclist and TT rider who 

died in The Battle of Jutland over 100 years ago, the 

event follows as closely as possible the original route 

used for the trial. The many byways in the Salisbury 

area provide a superb mainly off road ride 

interspersed with a few quiet tarmac roads and the 

use of some private ground for the sections. The 

magnificent Rushmore golf club is used for the 

lunchtime refuel and refreshment stop. There are two 

routes, an easy route with no tight turns, principally 

for colonial type bikes, girder rigids and road 

orientated machines and a harder route with tighter 

turns and steeper climbs for the competitive trials 

irons. The start and finish is at The Barford Inn at 

Barford St Martin which is very welcoming to a bunch 

of dusty trials riders with noisy old bikes smoking and 

dripping oil all over their car park. Extinction 

Rebellion supporters look away please! 

Based in the chalk downlands, the sections are 

relatively easy when dry. As was the case at this 

year’s event and clean rides from several riders 

were quite common requiring special test times to 

decide a winner. It is a fun event not taken too 

seriously by the majority. 

 
There’s a huge variety of machines from rigid girder, 

hand gear change Sunbeams and Rudges, ex-MOD 

side valves, Triumph Tiger Cubs some close to road 

trim and a predomination of AMC singles and Villiers 

engine two-strokes. There are also several outfits, 

one being a BSA Gold Star ridden by George 

Greenland, five times British Sidecar Enduro 

champion, now in his late eighties with his daughter 

Karen as ballast. It was great to see a number of 

‘thirty something’ younger riders competing on 

original unrestored colonial rigids. 

Maggie rode the easy course on her Otter BSA 

having had a two year layoff after not getting on with 

her previous Tiger Cub. She really enjoyed the day 

as the BSA was easy to start and she could find 

neutral which was a big confidence booster. I was 

on my rigid AJS 16 M and had a rubbish ride, broken 

throttle cable and two “fives”, but still had a great 

day. 

The last long lane of the day is a Restricted Byway, 

that drops back towards the pub, this was 

unfortunately unused due to a last minute dispute 

with the tenant farmer necessitating a long run back 

on tarmac that was a bit tedious at 20mph! 

There is no camping or campervan parking 

near the start unlike a lot of events so you will have 

to make your own arrangements if planning an 

overnight stay. Otherwise this is one of the great 

traditional trials give it a go! 

 
Pictured above - Neil Clarke Norton 500T, George 

Greenland and Karen behind, Maggie, Otter B40, 
Finish Back at The Barford Arms. 

We recommend you take Paul and Maggie’s advice 

and give the Arbuthnot a go. 



TRAVELLING MAN 
Tony Page has now completed his trip on the 

legendary Karakoram Highway. The KKH, the highest 

paved international road in the world; 

connects Western China with Pakistan. It is one of 

the very few routes that crosses the Himalayas. He 

sends us this report……….. 

It was a fabulous trip, but tough. We rode just under 

1400km in the end, much of it on appalling road 

surfaces. This surprised me, as I'd been led to believe 

that the KKH, having basically been finished by the 

Chinese despite most of it being in Pakistan, was a 

decent, mainly tarmac, road.  

 
Apparently the original KKH part of the ancient Silk 

Road, was a windy road traversing various mountain 

ranges and basically following the rivers and old 

goat tracks. 

 
The Chinese re-routed it, in as straight a line as 

engineeringly possible, and cut through the 

mountains and gorges, ignoring the fact that the 

original route took into account the risks from 

landslides and rockfalls. The Chinese didn't, and 

don't, care. 

 
Thousands died during the construction process 

(mostly Chinese...) and the road is unquestionably 

an engineering masterpiece BUT using it runs the risk 

of being subject to the results of landslides and 

falling rocks, hence, we frequently came across 

'diversions' which took us onto the old, original, 

KKH.  It was like an 800 mile green lane- Excellent!  

Anyway, all done now and all I've got to show for 

my three and a half weeks of madness are a few 

thousand photos and a body that feels as though 

I've spent a month in a tumble dryer.  

I'd do it all again tomorrow - Well, okay, next month. 

FOR SALE 

A Warco WMT300 metal turning lathe. It's single 

phase and fits into a space 1m long. It comes with 3 

jaw chuck, 4 jaw chuck, faceplate, 2 tailstock 

chucks, traveling steady, fixed steady, tailstock 

centre, tray, backplate, light and a small number of 

tools. It has a 26mm spindle bore and 6 speeds. I've 

used it for several jobs on my motorcycles including 

making swinging arm bushes. 

 

I'm in Builth Wells (LD2 3NG) and you would be 

welcome to come and have a go on it - call me on 

01982 551091. It's heavy and needs 2 strong people  

to move it. I want £400 for it.  

 
 

 Updates and other stuff can be 

found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire 

section. Feel free to post to it. 

https://en.wikivoyage.org/wiki/North_West_(China)
https://en.wikivoyage.org/wiki/Pakistan
https://en.wikivoyage.org/wiki/Himalayas

